Which CrossCurrents Doc Funds stream should I apply to?

What type of project do you have?
- Interactive
- Short or Feature-length

Are you Canadian?
- No
- Yes

Is the primary storyteller Indigenous, Francophone, Deaf, with disability, or an artist of colour?
- No
- Yes

Is the primary storyteller emerging, and one whose perspective has been historically underrepresented?
- No
- Yes

In what language would you prefer to complete the application?
- English
- French

Consider our applying to our market programmes:
https://www.hotdocs.ca/i/crosscurrents-international

Proceed to the CrossCurrents Canada Doc Fund guidelines in English:
https://www.hotdocs.ca/i/crosscurrents-canada

Proceed to the international guidelines:
https://www.hotdocs.ca/i/crosscurrents-international

Proceed to the CrossCurrents Canada Doc Fund guidelines in French:
https://www.hotdocs.ca/i/crosscurrents-canada-fr